
Review by Pascal Marquet of the paper “acp 2020 361”

entitled: Reappraising the appropriate calculation of a common
meteorological quantity: Potential Temperature .
by Manuel Baumgartner, Ralf Weigel, Ulrich Achatz, Allan H. Harvey, and
Peter Spichtinger.

1 General Major Comments / Recommendations

The paper of Baumgartner, Weigel, Achatz, Harvey and Spichtinger submitted to the At-
mospheric Chemistry and Physics examines the impact of temperature variation in specific
heat capacity cp(T ) on the calculation of the potential temperature θ and entropy of dry air.

The authors show that, through integration and a cumulative effect, the impacts of cp(T )
on θ appear to be significant above 10 to 20 km height. The authors show that modified
calculations of θ for dry air can induce “non-negligible” differences in predicting the altitude
of gravity wave breaking, “although not excessive”.

It is undeniable that the hypothesis of constant values of cp for dry air and water vapour
is only a first approximation that deserves to be studied further, even if the variations of cp
with temperature is by far greater for the liquid and solid phases of water.

It seems to me, however, that the authors should comment on and/or answer a series of
questions that arise on reading their article.

(1) – the authors present in section 3 a range of possible dry-air values of cp that appear
to be greatly exaggerated, ranging from 994 to 1011 J/K/kg. I show in this review that the
uncertainty interval must be much smaller (1004.5 to 1007.5 J/K/kg), which must imply
impacts on values of θ about 7 times smaller than those considered at high altitude in the
document. The authors should modify sections 2 to 5 and Figures 2, 3 and 4, by reducing
the uncertainty on cp and by retaining only the more recent and realistic values.

(2) – I show from copies of previously published papers, tables and figures that the
observed values of cp(T ) for T < 320 K contradict values above 1007.5 J/K/kg, those under
1004.5 J/K/kg and the (ideal gas) formulations of Lemmon et al. (2000) and Dixon (2007)
considered in section 4 by the authors. Observed values of cp(T ) for T < 320 K are rather
consistent with the (real gas) NIST-REFPROP formulation considered in section 6 and with
the IAPWS-TEOS10 formulation.

(3) – In this sense, the approach followed by the authors to calculate first values of θref
from the ideal-gas formulation of cp(T ) by Lemmon et al (2000), and then those of θreal for
the real-gas NIST-REFPROP formulation, seems attractive, with however a comparison to
irrelevant and too extreme constant values of 1011 and 994 J/K/kg in Figure 4 of the paper.

(4) – Moreover the results of your section 6 seem strange to me, because the comparison
of θref deduced from the ideal-gas Lemmon’s formulation (purple curve in your figure 3) with
θreal deduced from the real-gas NIST-REFPROP’s formulation (yellow discs in your figure
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3) gives very small differences on figures 8. Indeed, the differences θreal − θref of less than
0.05 K for θ > 700 K above 20 km (less than 0.007%) seem unrealistic and not consistent
with differences of 4.5 J/K/kg (or 4.5 %) for cp(T ) at 200 K, 2.8J/K/kg (or 2.8%) at 250K
and 1.3 J/K/kg (or 1.3 %) at 300 K (values deduced from the yellow discs and the purple
curve in your figure 3).

I guess that the relative differences (θreal − θref)/θref should be of the order of a few per-
cent above 25 km and should increase with height, as indicated by a rough analysis of the
differences between curves of your Figure 4b (to be checked by you, however, from direct
computations and/or from a version with a linear scale of your figure 4b).

Differences of several percent between ideal-gas and real-gas formulations of cp(T ) should
lead to larger differences in the gap between θreal and θref . This should result in a likely
change in the conclusion in your section 6 and the use of formulations from IAPWS-TEOS10
(free) or INIST-REFPROP (to buy), rather than the analytical formula of Lemmon et al
(2000, Eq.18, page 345) that is contradict by the values of cp(T ) published in Table A2
(pages 366-367) of the same paper (see Fig.9 in section 3 bellow)

(5) – In fact, after reflection and analysis of this aspect (4), this is probably a false
problem. Indeed, everything seems to be explained by the fact that the major differences for
your θ come from values of cp for highest T temperatures, say between 400 K and 2000 K.
This aspect is not documented in your figure 3, where the values of cp are only plotted up
to 485 K.

The fact that the values of your θreal and θref are very close must be explained by a low
sensitivity of your θ to values of cp for ambient temperatures (let’s say those ranging from
200 K to 320 K and which define how the physical parameterizations should influence the
weather parameters), with, on the other hand, a strong sensitivity of your θ to values of cp
for temperatures above 400 K (temperatures that are not observed in the real atmosphere
but that intervene numerically in the calculation of your θ when passing from high altitudes
where the pressure is very low and returning adiabatically towards the ground level through
very high artificial temperatures).

Therefore, if you are interested in the values of θ calculated by an adiabatic evolution from
a very low pressure p to a (surface) pressure p0 = 1000 hPa, you should better describe the
accuracy of the values of cp(T ) for T > 400 K.

(6) – Another aspect should be addressed in this article. One of the goals of our community
is to provide efficient and applicable numerical methods for climate and numerical weather
prediction models. In this sense, it would be useful to quantify the iterative processes
designed and tested in this article: what is the extra cost (in CPU) for the calculation of θref
and θreal compared to the direct calculation θcp for a constant cp? (make this evaluation for
example for a set of vertical columns of standard atmosphere)

(7) – For me, the most problematic aspect concerns the application you chose in section 7,
by assuming that the squared Brunt-Väisälä frequency could be

N2 =
g

θ

∂θ

∂z
, (1)

where θ would be calculated by the particle method (by an adiabatic evolution from a very
low pressure p to a surface pressure p0 = 1000 hPa).
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Differently, we recalled in Marquet and Geleyn (2013, MG13) that N2 should be calculated
from the local gradients of basic meteorological parameters (temperature and pressure if dry
air is considered), and not from the variable θ that you study in your article (by an adiabatic
evolution from a very low pressure p to a surface pressure p0 = 1000 hPa).

In fact N2 corresponds to adiabatic fluctuations of the density, before anything else. Ac-
cordingly, equations (B2) and (1) of MG13 applied to dry air give the corresponding expres-
sion of N2 as a function of local vertical gradients of density (ρ) and specific entropy (s):

N2 =
g

ρ

∂ρ

∂z

∣∣∣∣
s

− g

ρ

∂ρ

∂z
=

(
− g

ρ

∂ρ

∂s

∣∣∣∣
p

)
∂s

∂z
,

where the first vertical derivative (of density with respect to z) is computed at constant
entropy and the second vertical derivative (of density with respect to s) is computed at
constant pressure. The local state equation p = ρRT and ρ = p/(RT ) with constant R and
p implies

∂ρ

∂s

∣∣∣∣
p

= − ρ

T

∂T

∂s

∣∣∣∣
p

.

The dry-air Gibbs equation writes T ds = dh− dp/ρ, with dh = cp(T ) dT and with possibly
cp(T ) depending on absolute temperature. For constant pressure, this Gibbs equation reduces
to T ds|p = cp(T ) dT |p, leading to dT/ds|p = T/cp(T ), and thus to dρ/ds|p = − ρ/cp(T ).
The squared dry-air Brunt-Väisälä frequency is therefore equal to

N2 =
g

cp(T )

∂s

∂z
. (2)

The dry-air Gibbs equation can then be used again to write T ∂s/∂z = cp(T ) ∂T/∂z −
(1/ρ)∂p/∂z which is valid for vertical oscillations. If moreover hydrostatic conditions prevail,
then ∂p/∂z = −ρ g, leading to

N2 =
g

T

(
∂T

∂z
+

g

cp(T )

)
. (3)

This equation corresponds to the dry-air version of (22) in MG13, and it is Equation (1a) in
the previous famous paper of Durran and Klemp (1982) about computations of the Brunt-
Väisälä frequency (a key paper that you do not cite).

An expected result is that N2 = 0 for the dry-air adiabatic lapse rate ∂T/∂z = −g/cp(T ).

The important finding for your study is that there is no need to use the gradient of any
potential temperature for computing N2. Really, only the vertical gradient of T has to be
calculated in (3), where it is possible to take into account the variations of cp(T ) with the
temperature you want to study in your paper. It is thus “possible”, but not “mandatory”,
to use (2) and a possible entropy formulation s = cp ln(θ) + const for the entropy to get the
form (1) N2 = (g/θ) ∂θ/∂z you have considered in your paper, but if and only if cp is a
constant. And this is not possible if cp(T ) depends on the temperature, with in this case the
need to stick with the formulation (3) recalled above in terms of the gradient ∂T/∂z.

The other important result here is that it is the local temperature that is involved in cp(T ),
so those between 1004.5 J/K/kg and 1007.5 J/K/kg for 200 K < T < 320 K, and especially
not the ones at the higher temperatures that you studied in your paper to calculate θref or
θreal, which are not needed for computing N2 by (3).
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It therefore seems to me that the application described in your section 7 is inaccurate, since
the formulation (1) that you use for N2 is not the right one (3). If so, can you show another
application where values of your formulation of θref or θreal would intervene in meteorological
science?

(8) – My recommendation is that the document deserves acceptance only if the impacts
described in section 7 concerning gravity waves are real.

Therefore, the authors must provide evidence that it is indeed their formulations of θref
or θreal (obtained by an adiabatic evolution between the pressures p and p0) that intervenes
in the Brunt-Väisälä frequency formula, and not the local vertical gradients of temperature
and pressure derived in Durran and Klemp (1982) and Marquet and Geleyn (2013).

If the authors can provide this evidence, then their paper would merit to be published
subject to taking all the major recommendations and specific comments into account, or
explaining why they do not need to take them into account.

2 Specific Comments

− Line 1: add dry in: “... it is conserved for dry air’s adiabatic ...”

− Lines 10 to 22: I do not have access to Wegener’s book (1911) and I confess that I
was not aware of Köppen’s oral contribution (1888). I have cited only the contributions
of von Helmholtz and von Bezold in my papers (Marquet 2011, 2017, 2019b, Marquet and
Dauhut 2018). I have been able to verify, however, Kutzbach’s sentence (1979, page 143) in
which Köppen’s (1988) oral contribution is mentioned (see the excerpts in the Figure 1 in
section 3 bellow). However, the title of the 1888 lecture of Köppen is written in Kutzbach
(1979) as: “Ueber die Luftmischung und potentielle Temperatur”, which might be different
from the one in your bibliography: “Über Luftmischung...”? Moreover, I have not found the
paper (or a copy of this lecture) of Köppen: do you have a copy of this lecture, or are you
just citing the sentence of Kutzbach? Finally, I do not understand why you cite the URL:
http://snowcrystals.com/?

− Lines 10 to 28: It would be useful to refer to the papers by Poisson (1833) and Thomson
(1862-65) who had clearly imagined, before von Helmoltz and von Bezold in 1888, this idea
of adiabatic variation on the vertical and the calculation of temperature for an air particle
brought back to the surface (see section 5 of Marquet and Dauhut, 2018, and Marquet
2019b). I give copies of these articles on Figures 2 and 3.

− Lines 10 to 28: It would be useful to refer to Bauer’s paper (1908-1910), where the
link between entropy and the potential temperature of dry air is made for the first time (see
citations in Marquet 2011, Marquet and Dauhut 2018 and Marquet 2019b). I give copies of
this paper of Bauer on Figures 4 and 5

− Lines 53 to 61: You should mention the basic references for the definition and the use
of PV (θ): Ertel (1940) and Hoskins (1987) at least (see also Schubert et al. 2004 cited in
Marquet 2014).
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− Lines 65-67: The studies of the moist-air entropy by Hauf and Höller (1987) and Marquet
(2011) do not start from the Gibbs’ equation “Tds = dh−dp/ρ−

∑
n µndqn”. On the contrary,

they start from the moist-air entropy s =
∑

n qn sn expressed as the weighted sum of the
entropies sn for its n = 0, ..., 3 constituents (dry air, water vapour, liquid water and ice) with
concentrations qn (specific contents).

− Lines 68-69: The assumption of “local equilibrium” and use of latent heats release (of
vaporization Lv and sublimation Ls) are also included in the definition of Hauf and Höller
(1987) and Marquet (2011), not only in the formulation of Emanuel (1994).

− Lines 69-70: It is not true that “These formulations always rely on the assumption of
reversible processes (i.e. conserved entropy)”. On the contrary, the formulation s(θs) of
Marquet (2011, ...) makes it possible to measure and quantify the losses or increases in
moist-air entropy associated with irreversible processes such as the removal of precipitations
that you mention. See in particular Eq.(59) in Marquet and Geleyn (2015), where the change
in moist-air entropy associated with pseudo-adiabatic (von Bezold, 1888) processes writes:

ds = cpd
dθs
θs

= (s− sl)
(
− drsw
1 + rsw

)
.

− Lines 82-83: You say: “the potential temperature is commonly used as a prognostic
variable in numerical models for the formulation of the energy equation”. Could you explain
in which models θ is used as a prognostic variable? As far as I know, the prognostic variables
associated with energy is either the temperature T or the combination cp T , with the moist-
air definition for cp. In particular, your reference to Richardson et al (2007) on line 105 seems
incorrect, since page 25 of this article the equations are: “DT/Dt = Fq” or “∂T/∂t = ...+Fq”
or “∂(ρ T )/∂t = ...+ ρ Fq”.

− Lines 105: You say: “it was pointed out by Li and Chen (2019) that this approach
could suffer from not accounting for the temperature dependence of the isobaric specific heat
capacity cp of the respective atmospheres gas composition”. I spent some time checking this
out in Li and Chen (2019), and I find (page 2): “Furthermore, the expressions of potential
temperature and equivalent potential temperature become complicated when the heat capacity
of the atmosphere varies with temperature or when multiple condensing species exist in the
atmosphere. Here as elsewhere, could you quote the pages and/or equations corresponding
to your citations, to help the reader find his way around in articles or books with very many
pages?

− Lines 117: It is customary, at the end of the introduction, to present the outline of the
article, with a summary of the content of each forthcoming sections. This should be included
at the end of your Section 1.

− Lines 134: Your value for Ra = R/Mmol,a is known with R given up to ±0.0001 I believe?
You could retain the value 8.31446 for example? Anyhow you have to give the resulting value
Ra = 287.115 at least, with perhaps the associated precision ±0.005?
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− Lines 183: It was indeed indicating by WMO that the variability of cp ranges from
994 J/K/kg to 1011 J/K/kg. But the real recommendation is rather a value close to
1005 J/K/kg, in line with the values presently used in most General Circulation (GCM)
and Numerical Weather Prediction (NWP) models:

– – – – – – – – ‖ – – – – – – – – – – – – – – – – – – – – – – – – – – – – – – – – – – – – – –
cp (J/K/kg) GCM and/or NWP models

– – – – – – – – ‖ – – – – – – – – – – – – – – – – – – – – – – – – – – – – – – – – – – – – – –
1005.0 Unified-Model (UKMO, UK, from Adrian Lock)
1005.0 COSMO (DWD, Germany, from Dmitrii Mironov)
1004.7 IFS (ECMWF, Reading, UK, from “sucst.F90”)
1004.7 ARPEGE (Meteo-France, Toulouse, France, from “sucst.F90”)
1004.7 AROME (Meteo-France, Toulouse, France, from “sucst.F90”)
1004.7 Meso-NH (L.A.+Meteo-France, Toulouse, France, from “sucst.F90”)
1004.7 LMD-Z (IPSL, Paris, France, from “suphec.F90”)
1004.6 ICON (DWD, Germany, from Dmitrii Mironov)
1004.6 GFS (USA, from “physcons.f”)

– – – – – – – – ‖ – – – – – – – – – – – – – – – – – – – – – – – – – – – – – – – – – – – – – –

− Lines 191-192: These old WMO values of 994 J/K/kg and 1011 J/K/kg are too extreme
and unrealistic, because they are not used in any current GCM and NWP model. Or could
you indicate the models where these values might be used?

− Page 8, Table 1: The values of 994 J/K/kg, 1000 J/K/kg, 1003 J/K/kg and 1011 J/K/kg
do not seem relevant.

• The value 994 J/K/kg comes from an old book I couldn’t find, and the accuracy of
the data obtained before 1933 can be questioned. This is like the measurement of the
speed of light, the accuracy of which cannot be the “meeting of all possibilities”, in-
cluding for example the measurements of Romer and Huygens in 1675 (220, 000 km/s),
Bradley in 1729 (301, 000 km/s), Fizeau in 1849 (315, 000 km/s) or Foucault in 1862
(298, 000 km/s)? It is the same for the measurement of the numerical values of
γ = cp/cv for diatomic gases, where the value of 1.421 retained by Poisson in 1833 or of
1.41 by Thomson in 1862 cannot be compared with the modern value of 7/5 = 1.40? It
is the same for the measurement of absolute scale of temperature, with a constant cor-
responding to 267 K in Gay-Lussac (1802) and Carnot (1824), to 273.22 K in Thomson
(1848), before to be presently fixed to 273.15 K (see the review in Marquet, 2019a).

• The value of 1000 J/K/kg attributed to Valis (2009) seems to be easily questionable:
see the legend in Figure 6 in section 3 bellow.

• I don’t know where the value of 1003 J/K/kg published in Tripoli and Cotton (1981)
comes from. But one can also have doubts about their values of cp for ice (2100 J/K/kg
instead of 2106 J/K/kg) and liquid water (4187 J/K/kg instead of 4218 J/K/kg), with
important differences for both dry air, liquid water and ice from the values commonly
used in GCM and NWP model.

• Other than the mention in the WMO recommendations, I have never seen an appli-
cation of the value 1011 J/K/kg. Could you indicate such an application of the value
cp = 1011 J/K/kg for dry air?
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− Lines 194-199 and Figure 2: Assuming new extreme values of 1004.5 J/K/kg and
1007.5 J/K/kg (later demonstrated), I was able to redo your figures 2 (a) and (b) with the
same US standard atmosphere profile: see Figure 7 in section 3 bellow, with indeed the same
difference ∆θcp = θ994− θ1011 (in black) as in your paper. The new differences θ1004.5− θ1007.5
(in red) are much smaller, by an order of magnitude or so (divided by a factor of about 5
to 7). The new differences are less than 2 K at 20 km, 5 K at 35 km and 14 K (instead of
75 K) at 50 km. These new differences θ1004.5 − θ1007.5 may modified your comments and
conclusions in your section 3.

− Section 4, Lines 226-260 and Figure 3: I disagree with many of the points you’ve
drawn on your figure 3. So I redid your figure 3 by deleting the old and questionable data
(see Figure 8 in section 3 bellow). I kept the values of 1004 J/K/kg, 1004.832 J/K/kg,
1005 J/K/kg and 1005.7 J/K/kg, the data of Vassermann et al (1966) and NIST-REFPROP
as well as the two curves of Lemmon et al (2000) and Dixon (2007). This new figure shows
that constant values of cp between 1004.5 J/K/kg and 1007.5 J/K/kg agree with the selected
points for the range of temperatures observed in the atmosphere (say 200 to 320 K). The two
curves of Lemmon et al (2000) and Dixon (2007) are retained here because they are valid
for the approximation of ideal gases and allow to measure the differences with formulations
for real gases, such as Vassermann et al (1966) and NIST-REFPROP. The impact of real
gases properties on cp increases with decreasing values of T bellow 260 K, and is larger than
4 J/K/kg at 200 K.

− Lines 245, legend of Fig 3, lines 315-321 and Eqs.(18) and (19): It should be
mentioned that your formula (18) with the coefficients (19) of Lemmon et al (2000) disagrees
with the observed values given in Table A2 of the same article Lemmon et al (2000). And
indeed, while formula (18) leads to decreasing values of cp(T ) for decreasing T , the values
of cp(T ) in Table A2 show a minimum around 250 K and become increasing for decreasing
temperatures up to 81.72 K (see Figs.9 and 10 in section 3 bellow). It should also be
mentioned that your equation (18) corresponds to equation (18) (page 345) in Lemmon et
al (2000).

− Lines 246 and 325-329: You should mention that the equation of Dixon (2007, p.376)
used to compute the dry-air value cp(T ) plotted in your Fig.3 is

cp(T ) = 1002.5 + 275. 10−6 (T − 200)2 J/K/kg
(see Figure 11 in section 3 bellow).

− Lines 356 / Eq.(11): The gaz constant “Ra” is missing before the integral
∫ p
p0
dp′/p′

− Lines 356 / Eq.(21), Lines 359 / Eq.(22), Lines 374 / Eq.(23), Lines 411 /
Eq.(25), Line 426 and 429, Line 691 / Eq.(C1), Line 693 / Eq.(C2): You should

used the same dummy variable “ T ′ ” as in your Eq.(11) line 153 (
∫ T
T0
dT ′/T ′) to write all

the integrals of the kind
∫ T
θ
cp(T

′)dT ′/T ′. The use of the dummy variable “ z ” can lead
to unfortunate confusion with the altitude variable, which is then used in the rest of your
paper to describe the true vertical coordinate.
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− Page 11 / Fig 3: I have plotted in Figure 12 (top, see section 3 bellow) the equivalent
of your Figure 3, but with different formulations that correspond to observed (“real gases”)
values of cp(T ), with a zoom (Figure 12 bottom) around the usual atmospheric temperatures.

I first reported (from your Fig.3) the points of your calculations made with the (paid)
application of NIST-REFPROP. These NIST-REFPROP values are comparable to those
I have computed with the (free) SIA software (http://www.teos-10.org/software.htm)
corresponding to the IAPWS-2010 (Feistel et al, 2010) and TEOS-10 (Feistel, 2018) formu-
lations. There is a similar minimum cp(T ) ≈ 1005.5 to 1005.7 J/K/kg at around 250 K and
with the same higher values of about 1007 J/K/kg at 320 K and 1006.7 J/K/kg at 200 K.

The values published in Table A2 of Lemmon et al. (2000) are fairly comparable to those of
NIST-REFPROP and IAPWS-TEOS10, with a similar minimum of cp(T ) at around 250 K.

The same applies to the values of cp(T ) for N2 and O2 published in Marquet (2015), with
the values for dry air completed with the values of cp(T ) for Argon.

The minimum of cp(T ) for N2 is at around 290 K in both Stewart and Jacobsen (1989,
Table 5.73, see Fig.13 bellow) and Span et al. (2000, page 1410, see Fig.14 bellow). The
resulting figure 5 for N2 published in Marquet (2015) is recalled in Fig.15 bellow.

The minimum of cp(T ) for O2 is at around 220 K in Jacobsen et al. (1997, Table 5.79,
see Figs.16 and 17). The resulting figure 4 for O2 published in Marquet (2015) is recalled in
Fig.18 bellow.

Values of cp(T ) for Argon increases for decreasing T for both Tegeler et al. (1999, Table 34,
see Fig.19) and Stewart and Jacobsen (1989, Table 15, Figs.20 and 21). The unpublished
Fig.22 plotted bellow shows that values for Tegeler et al. (1999) and Stewart and Jacobsen
(1989) fairly coincide for 150 < T < 300 K.

The unpublished Fig.23 bellow shows that it is equivalent to use cp(T ) computed for
N2, O2 and H20 vapour by using Statistical and Quantum Physics (dashed lines) or by
the “calorimetric method” (third law and integration of cp(T

′)/T ′ from 0 K to T , sum of
L(Tk)/Tk for all changes of phases at Tk, add the Pauling-Nagle residual entropy at 0 K for
H2O). It thus appears that it is for these temperature-dependent values of cp(T ) for gases
that the agreement between the calorimetric and quantum methods can be obtained, an
agreement which is not obtained with “ideal gas” formulations.

I have also plotted on Figure 12 bellow the constant values used in many GCM and NWP
models (1004.6, 1004.7, 1005 J/K/kg, depicted by coloured horizontal dashed lines). It
appears, considering all these values of cp constant or dependent on T , and in the range of
atmospheric temperatures (200 < T < 320 K), that the imprecision on cp(T ) is between
1004.5 and 1007.5 J/K/kg. These extreme values have been used earlier in this review to
plot several figures, instead of the (old) WMO extreme values 994 and 1011 J/K/kg you
used in your study.

Regarding the search for an accurate average value cp(T ) ≈ c0p, it appears that c0p ≈
1005.8 J/K/kg could be more realistic (for 200 < T < 320 K) than those presently used in
GCM and NWP models (1004.6, 1004.7, 1005 J/K/kg).

However, the impact of these new formulations (cp(T ) or c0p) should be small in our CMGs
and NWP models. Moreover, taking into account the dependence of cp(T ) on temperature,
not only for dry air but also for water vapor, liquid water and ice, would greatly complicate
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the writing of the physical parameterizations of these models, and would greatly increase
the cost of these physical parameterizations.

3 Additional Figures

Figure 1: Excerpts from Kutzbash (1979) page 143, with the title of the 1888 lecture of
Köppen written as: “Ueber die Luftmischung und potentielle Temperatur”, which might be
different from the one in your bibliography: “Über Luftmischung...”. Moreover, I have not
found the paper (or a copy of this lecture) of Köppen, and I do not understand why you cite
the URL: http://snowcrystals.com/.
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Figure 2: Excerpts from the book “Treatise on Mechanics” by Poisson (1833). On the
top: These equations (6) contain the “law of elastic force” and of “the temperature of
gases”, either compressed or expanded without any changes in their “quantity of heat” (say
adiabatic). These laws are based on the sole hypothesis that the ratio γ of the specific heat
(capacities, say cp/cv) does not depend, for a given fluid, on both pressure and temperature
(here “ θ+ 266.67” corresponds to the absolute temperature defined 15 years after in 1848 by
W. Thomson, next Lord Kelvin, now set to: “ T = t+ 273.15 K”). With modern notations,
these “adiabatic” laws are: p′ = p (ρ′/ρ)γ and T ′ = T (ρ′/ρ)γ−1. On the bottom: ... we
can consider γ as a constant ... Dulong found that, for a perfectly dry air, γ ≈ 1.421 (which
is not so different from the modern value 1.40 for the diatomic gases).
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Figure 3: Excerpts from the paper “On the convctive equilibrium of temperature in the
atmosphere” by W. Thomson (lecture 1862, published 1865), next Lord Kelvin. This lecture
was read a few years before Clausius’ article (1865) in which he defined entropy. With
modern notations, Eq.(1) writes (p/p0)

κ = T/θ, where θ is the (absolute) temperature when
the parcel of temperature T and pressure p is brought to the surface pressure p0 via an
adiabatic transformation. This is the definition of the “potential temperature”. Here κ =
1 − 1/k = 1 − 1/γ ≈ 0.291, where γ = cp/cv ≈ 1.41 is an improved value since Poisson
(1833).
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Figure 4: The first two pages of Bauer (lecture 1907; printed 1910). The origin of the name
“potential temperature” is clearly credited to von Bezold with von Helmholtz’s approval (and
this is confirmed by the reading of von Bezold’s papers of 1888), but without mention to the
lecture of Köppen in this paper, nor in those of von Helmoltz and von Bezold.
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Figure 5: The page 180 of Bauer (lecture 1907; printed 1910), where the link between (dry-
air) entropy and potential temperature “s = cp ln(θ) + const” appear for the first time in
meteorological science.

Figure 6: Excerpts from the paper Valis (2009) pages 14 and 21. It is clearly explained
that Rd ≈ 287 J/K/kg and cp = (7/2) Rd, leading to cp ≈ 1004.5 J/K/kg, and not cp ≈
1000 J/K/kg as suggested in your Fig.3 and Table 1. This value cp ≈ 1000 J/K/kg is here
only a rough indication, a very simple “order of magnitude”.
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Figure 7: The vertical profiles of θ1004.5 and θ1007.5, and the difference of them (in red),
plotted for the same US Standard Atmosphere as used in your paper, and compared to the
same difference ∆θcp = θ994 − θ1011 (in black) as in your paper.
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Figure 8: Top: The copy of your Fig.3; Bottom: a modified version of it, where the
“questionable data” are removed. The idealized curves of Lemmon (2000) and Dixon (2007)
are kept here, although they should also be deleted and replaced by the real cases depicted in
the next figure (IAPWS, TEOS10, Lemmon 2000 Table A2, Jacobsen et al. 1997, ...), as
explained in the text.
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Figure 9: Values of cp(T ) at 1013.25 hPa for dry air (above 81.72 K) from Lemmon et al.
(2000, Table A2).
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Figure 10: Values of cp(T ) at 1013.25 hPa for dry air (above 81.72 K) from Lemmon et al.
(2000, Table A2) (continued).

Figure 11: The equation of Dixon (2007, p.376) used to compute the dry-air value cp(T )
plotted in your Fig.3: cp(T ) = 1002.5 + 275. 10−6 (T − 200)2 J/K/kg. You may help the
reader by including this formula? Or helping the reader by giving the page 376? You may
help the reader by indicating that the accuracy would be of 0.1 % from 200 K to 450 K?
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Figure 12: The same as your Fig.3 and with your NIST-REFPROP ( 1013.25 hPa) datasets,
but with other “real gases” formulations of cp(T ) depending on T : IAPWS + TEOS10,
Lemmon 2000 Table A2, Jacobsen et al. 1997 / Marquet 2015. Constant values used in
many GCM and NWP models ( 1004.6, 1004.7, 1005) are depicted by coloured horizontal
dashed lines, with the value 1005.8 a possible new “mean value”?
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Figure 13: Values of cp(T ) at 1000 hPa for Nitrogen. Dataset for vapour (N2, above
77.237 K) is from Jacobsen et al. (1997, Table 5.73).
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Figure 14: Values of cp(T ) at 1000 hPa for Nitrogen. Dataset for vapour (N2, above
77.244 K) is from Span et al. (2000, Table p.1410).
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Figure 15: Values of cp(T ) at 1000 hPa for Nitrogen (solids α and β, liquid, gas) from
Marquet (2015).
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Figure 16: Values of cp(T ) at 1000 hPa for Oxygen. Dataset for vapour (O2, above 90.062 K)
is from Jacobsen et al. (1997, Table 5.79).
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Figure 17: Values of cp(T ) at 1000 hPa for Oxygen. Dataset for vapour (O2, above 90.062 K)
is from Jacobsen et al. (1997, Table 5.79, continued).
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Figure 18: Values of cp(T ) at 1000 hPa for Oxygen (solids α, β and γ, liquid, gas) from
Marquet (2015).
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Figure 19: Values of cp(T ) at 1000 hPa for Argon vapour (above 87.178 K) from Tegeler,
Span and Wagner (1999, Table 34).
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Figure 20: Values of cp(T ) at 1013.25 hPa for Argon vapour (above 87.29 K) from Stewart
and Jacobsen (1989, Table 15). Missing values between 87.29 K and 108 K can be computed
from the diffeence in enthalpies ∆h = cp ∆T , and thus cp = ∆h/∆T (increasing from
15.9 J/K/mol at 87.29 K to 22.6 J/K/mol at 97−99 K, then decreasing toward 21.91 J/K/mol
at 109 K).
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Figure 21: Values of cp(T ) at 1013.25 hPa for Argon vapour (above 87.29 K) from Stewart
and Jacobsen (1989, Table 15, continued).
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Figure 22: Unpublished figure plotted by me in 2016. Values of cp(T ) for Ar-
gon at 1000 hPa (solid, liquid, gas). Datasets for vapour are from Tegeler, Span
and Wagner (1999, TSW99, in red) and Stewart and Jacobsen (1989, SJ89, in blue).
The asymptotic value 4.966 cal/K/mol corresponds to the “ideal-gas” value 520.3 =
(5/2) 8.31432 / 0.039948 J/K/kg. Values of cp(T ) for solid and liquid phases are from other
papers and books.
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Figure 23: Unpublished figure plotted by me in 2020. The purple dashed curves computed for
N2, O2 and H20 vapour by using Statistical and Quantum Physics compare well with the solid
curves that correspond to the “calorimetric method” (third law and integration of cp(T

′)/T ′

from 0 K to T , sum of L(Tk)/Tk for all changes of phases at Tk, add the Pauling-Nagle
residual entropy at 0 K for H2O).
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